Introduction

Hotel Industry has wide employment opportunities. Moreover, with globalization gaining acceptance with more and more countries, the hotel management industry is truly becoming global. Therefore, the Hotel Management colleges in Delhi, guide their students on “Various Career Prospects”. As hotel chain owners are opening new hotels in various big and small cities, requirement for trained hotel management professionals is huge. Although considered one of the most glamorous careers, hotel management requires professionals who can keep their cool even in the most challenging situations.

The Hotel School, one of the most promising Hotel Management colleges in Delhi, focuses on the placement of its students and it includes Hotel & Restaurant management, Cruise Ship, Hospital Administration and Catering, Hotel and Tourism Associations, Airline Catering and Cabin Services, Club management etc. Expansion of global travel industry and aviation industry is expected to boost hotel industry in next couple of years.
Step-by-Step

There are multiple job profiles in hotel industry but depending upon the candidates' education, work experience, the positions are offered therefore the Hotel Management colleges in Delhi especially work on their quality of education. Some hotels hire graduates straight from universities, some other hotels hire only trained hotel management graduates. Candidates can do degree course in hotel management soon after 10+2 which are offered by various hotel management institutes.

The minimum selection criteria for an undergraduate course in hotel management is 10+2 with 50% marks. However, candidates who do not have 50% marks in +2 can do diploma or certificate course in hotel management which are also being offered by The Hotel School.

Start Early

The Hotel Management colleges in Delhi, put their efforts in building students career in hospitality industry by developing strong communication skills, reasoning skills, numerical aptitude and pleasing personality. Therefore, if a student is lacking in these skills, The Hotel School, ensures to groom him or her accordingly.

Is it the Right Career for Me?

The hotel school one of The Hotel Management College in Delhi, helps new aspirants, before jumping to any decision to select hotel management as a career option, it is always advised by counselor to students to analyze pros and cons, growth prospects, matching of work-profile with personality traits, etc. And accordingly the student is given various options and he/she can choose the programme accordingly.
Job Prospects

Hospitality industry like any other sector is subjected to the state of national economy and global economy. When the economy is doing well jobs come a lot in the sector. Currently there are more than 2.40 million people working in hotel, catering and allied industry in India and the number is going to increase in next couple of years as new hotels are coming up in large numbers in urban and semi-urban areas. Trained hotel management professionals would have privilege over untrained graduates therefore The Hotel Management Colleges in Delhi make their efforts to give quality education with good practicals to enhance the level of learnings.
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